FULLY MANAGED WAN WITH HIGH SECURITY
AND HIGH AVAILABILITY

Link-Connect’s professional and comprehensive approach to
re-designing our WAN and firewall provision has meant that the time
we spend managing and troubleshooting is greatly reduced, allowing
us to focus on business improvement, rather than fire fighting.
Russell Sayer, IT Infrastructure Manager

Security services customer experience
The GEO Group is one of the leading private custodial
and related services companies in the world,
managing over 90 custodial facilities in Europe,
America, Australia, and South Africa. In the UK, 400
staff help to provide offender management, secure
transportation, custody services and facilities
management to its customers from three prime
locations. In addition, the company operates a
number of Immigration centres.
CHALLENGE
The immigration centres operated by GEO tend to be
in remote locations and have a wide range of user
requirements, which creates security concerns. All
residents are entitled to Internet access whilst they
await the outcome of their patriation bids, which
results in huge penalties to GEO if this is unavailable
at anytime. The remote nature of the sites, the
requirement for high network security and the need
for ‘always on’ connectivity created significant
challenges for GEO.
LINK-CONNECT SOLUTION
Link-Connect proposed a fully managed Wide Area
Network service. This includes a variety of
connectivity methodologies, including fibre, ADSL and
satellite – and at the most remote sites, multiple
satellite links.
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The deployment of this connectivity is done in such a
way to ensure maximum resiliency.
The private WAN configuration means connectivity
out of the remote sites runs via the central LinkConnect site. This ensures access to the rest of the
GEO network and the Internet is fully controlled and
managed.
WHY CHOOSE LINK-CONNECT
We considered a number of organisations when
looking to improve our WAN infrastructure. LinkConnect have a refreshingly professional and
comprehensive offering, backed by first class
engineers, that resulted in us choosing them over the
competition.
PRODUCT OR SERVICE
SMART-WAN, next generation firewalls, content
filtering and network monitoring & management.
BUSINESS BENEFITS
The fully managed service provided by Link-Connect
allows us to focus our efforts on business
improvement, rather than day-to-day
troubleshooting.
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